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The Etos provides flexible ways to control the tap-changer, ensuring your system not only runs cost-effectively, but also meets safety, reliability and environmental requirements. The Etos includes a digital tap-changer with 2-pole-as-one and 2-pole-as-2 function. It guarantees high
efficiency, effectively monitors transformer utilization, and helps you determine optimum primary to secondary transformer ratios. As such, the Etos helps you find the most cost-effective and efficient solution for your transformer application. Product Overview. HANSSEN ETOS K-M2 Tap

Changer is a state-of-the-art product ideal for HVAC application. It meets the latest tap-changer requirements of IEC 60945-1 and IEC 60945-2 while integrating various measuring functions into one tap-changer product. It offers high efficiency, flexible programming, fast tap-changer
response, and multi-tap-changer selection. Etos V-1 is a multifunctional tap-changer and tachometer in one compact and versatile unit. It is compatible with the sensors from ETOS and other manufacturers, including the ETOS K-M1 and ETOS K-M2. HANSSEN ETOS K-M2 Tap Changer is a
state-of-the-art product ideal for HVAC application. It meets the latest tap-changer requirements of IEC 60945-1 and IEC 60945-2 while integrating various measuring functions into one tap-changer product. It offers high efficiency, flexible programming, fast tap-changer response, and

multi-tap-changer selection. HANSSEN ETOS K-M2 Tap Changer is used as HVAC-tap-changer, air flow meter and cooling system performance monitor. It can read the feedback voltage of HVAC equipment. This gives you an idea about the status of HVAC equipment. It combines the
calibration table of IEC 60945 with the latest tap-changer standards of IEC 60945-1 and IEC 60945-2. It is compatible with the taps of HVAC tap-changer. It is a well-rounded control solution, and it is suited for every application.
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when you choose the etos solution for automation, you can be sure that you have the optimum solution for your needs, and an easy start in the field of automation. our proven solutions, and the excellent service offered by our technically competent and highly motivated etos team, has
made etos a reference standard in the field of automation in many markets worldwide. the etos solutions for control and monitoring of power transformers are completely flexible and open. the etos solutions for tap changers are also suitable for monitoring and control of contactors and

contactors. you can use your own data interface or connect to our data bus. as a complete system, the etos solutions provide you with all the necessary accessories to configure your system exactly as you wish and to manage it easily. when you wish to connect the etos solution to a
computer, you can use the serial port or an ethernet connection. the software solutions for windows and linux are both provided with a graphical user interface. the windows versions support all most current operating systems. you can also use the linux versions with red hat linux, suse

linux, debian linux, mandrake linux, or ubuntu linux. in addition to the etos solutions, we offer many accessories for operating, monitoring, and measuring the etos solutions, such as sensors, adapter cables, and test tools. what's more, our experts can also provide advice on the best
solutions for your individual application and conditions. our customer support team is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to answer any questions or clarify any aspects. 5ec8ef588b
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